Admin Name: Gerson Barreiros da Silva
Admin Email: gbs@ufam.edu.br
Subscribed to mirror@opensuse.org: YES
Sponsor Name: Universidade Federal do Amazonas
Sponsor URL: http://ufam.edu.br
RSYNC URL: rsync://mirror.ufam.edu.br::opensuse
RSYNC allowed only for scans: YES
HTTP URL: http://mirror.ufam.edu.br/opensuse
FTP URL:
  IPs and DNS for the whitelist on stage.opensuse.org: 200.129.163.17
  2001:12f0:d1c::17 mirror.ufam.edu.br
country: Brazil
state: Amazonas
city: Manaus
alt email: infra-l@ufam.edu.br
internet link: 2GB

History
#1 - 2017-12-11 08:10 - pjessen
  - Category set to Mirrors
  - Assignee set to 17572
  - Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 2018-03-26 09:48 - fserve
Any news about this?

#3 - 2018-03-26 10:28 - pjessen
  - Status changed from New to In Progress
  - Assignee set to pjessen

Sorry, it was left a bit too long. I'll get it set up as soon as I can.

#4 - 2018-03-26 10:45 - pjessen
Hi Gerson

a couple of issues:

a) http://mirror.ufam.edu.br/opensuse/

Here I see only iso/ and repo/ (from leap 42.3) - you need to duplicate the directory structure all the way. We need to have e.g.

http://mirror.ufam.edu.br/opensuse/distribution/leap/42.3/iso etcetera.

b) mirror.ufam.edu.br

It does not seem to answer for rsync on the IPv6 address.

I have granted access to stage.opensuse.org. As soon as you have corrected (a), we can continue.
Can you please test again?

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
- Assignee deleted (pjessen)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Thanks, (a) looks good.

I have added your mirror to the database, but you ought to allow us rsync access via IPv6 as well.

Thanks for joining the openSUSE mirror infrastructure!